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DUCATI energia  has introduced a self-service vending machine for railway tickets. Its commercial name is  TVM  102. The 
device has been projected and made for a simple use, guaranteeing, besides the maximum safety, reliability and facility of 
maintenance.  The main functionality is the self-service purchase of railway tickets using:   
cash  (banknotes /coins)  or cards ( prepaid credit cards). 
The device is able to issue  trip titles and disburse change in coins.  
The auxiliary functions are: (cashier operativeness)  to collect  money  inside the boxes and fill coin distributors, 
(maintenance man  operativeness)  to isolate faults, to restore consumed parts  and for general maintenance. 
 

Plan Characteristics: 
Ducati Sistemi has made the  TVM 102 according to the 
operational procedures of  planning with quality 
insurance. 
 

For the users: 
Functional and simple user interface; for the operations 
the user is driven by  video masks video through a 
simple touch of functional keys.   
Possibility of tele-service with a remote operator by vocal 
message   
Availability of vocal and simple interface for blind users. 
Ergonomic disposition of commands on the frontal part.   
Possibility to issue different types of tickets.   
Possibility to choose quickly among different 
destinations.  
Ticket payment by coins, banknotes , manager cards 
(microchip or magnetic) or bank cards  ( VISA,  
Mastercard ) 
Possibility of change through two or three different coins. 
Guarantee to complete ticket issuing in case of power 
supply  failure 
 

For the manager:  
Extreme flexibility in function planning: machine management is 
through a device of  PC elaboration, therefore every change or 
personalization  is  effected by  software planning with evolved 
and high-level languages.  
Possibility of Interface with management and  control structures 
of high level (interfaces by Ethernet network or Modem 
telephone). 
Possibility to load and update the software 
Availability of self-diagnostic or tele-diagnostic with possibility to 
dispatch alarms to remote postings.  
Reload of change distributors through coins used for payment.  

 
Constitutive elements: 
The machine, inside a strong box, is resistant  to possible 
vandalism; it can be installed against to wall or to floor through 
two strong cylindrical poles.   
The devices for the users  (display, keyboards, coin acceptor 
and banknotes etc.) are on the frontal part of the machine that 
can be opened  by a door.  
Two strong zippers (on the left )   and a safety lock  with three 
block points  (on three sides )  guarantee resistance to acts of 
vandalism. 
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Present devices on the frontal achine: 
Liquid crystal Display to high brightness and resolution 
(1024 
x 768 points). 
Two push-button panels (four Keys for each panel ) to the 
sides of the display    
Coin opening with release button in case of jamming   
Microphone, loudspeaker and application button for 
communications   
with a remote tele-service operator.  
Opening for card payment. 
Numerical Keyboard.   
Button to cancel operations in progress.   
Safety Lock.   
Banknote Opening . 
Collect boxes for issued tickets and change in coins.   
 

Devices inside the container: 
Management  PC    
Group of continuity   
Thermal printer for tickets.   
Coin safe.   
Coin acceptor.   
Change distributor in coins.   
Banknote acceptor. 
Banknote safe. 
 
Devices  inside the back machine:  
Modem ( possibility of  interface with the telephone net ).   
Interface card to control the electromechanical modules 
in real time.   
Feeders.   
Raceway for inside wiring.   
 
 

 
Main operational formalities:   
The user, driven by messages and video masks on the display, 
he is able to insert  all  the relevant information to issue tickets. 
The use of the push-button panels  is very effective:   
the functionality attributed to every key can be showed clearly 
with an icon or an explanation on the display.  
It is possible to select the ticket  simply and quickly, to select the 
number of tickets and the places of departure and arrival; if 
necessary, a key is available to introduce numerical information. 
It is also possible to cancel the last operation or the whole 
procedure.  In case of difficulty, it is possible to acquire (if the 
Manager offers this service) the assistance by vocal message 
with a remote operator while for blind users there are  some 
synthetic vocal messages available by pressing a button that is 
positioned on the lower part of the machine. Ticket payment can 
be effected in cash (banknotes/coins) or using the different 
cards accepted by the system. It is possible to receive change  
through two different coins.   
 
Technical  data:  
Safety Cabinet in steel IP30   
Dimensions ( without  supports): height 1.000 mms; width 1.020 
mms; depth 580 mms; Weight: 200 Kgs. around. 
Metallic numerical Keyboard to 12 keys; 
Double functional keyboard (4+4 keys).   
Graphic LCD Display to high resolution (1280x768). 
Hybrid badge Reader ISO 7810 magnetic/ISO7816s chipcard   
Banknote acceptor with verification procedure  on 4 directions 
of insertion. Coin acceptor. Banknote/Coin boxes with locking 
safety device. Automatic System to reload change distributors   
N° 2 Change distributors in coins. Thermal ticket printer.  
Ticket Dimension: width 40/56mm, programmable length.  
Interphone for connection  to the monitoring-control centre.    
Uninterruptible power supply; Modem for connection to "remote" 
or interface net; Management PC  with  advanced  software 
planning. Alarm System for vandal attempts. Software of remote 
self-diagnostic. Feeding Tension : 230 Vs + / - 10%. 
Frequency 50 Hzes + / - 5%    

 


